
Blog Ten 

Two Story Lines in the Wrong Side Series 

The Wrong Side series of books are two intertwined stories.  One tells the story of Mike 

Marshall, a tough Marine.  The other tells the story of Eddie Donevant, a smart Air Force officer 

and a lawyer.  To better understand how the stories blend, it is best to read them in order.   

- But to read just the Mike Marshall story, read The Wrong Side of Bravery, The Wrong 

Side of Justice, and The Wrong Side of Service.   

- To read just the Eddie Donevant story, read The Wrong Side of Honor, The Wrong Side 

of the Badge, The Wrong Side of Loyalty, and The Wrong Side of Service.    

 

The Wrong Side of Bravery introduces Mike Marshall, a tough combat Marine.  It is the story of 

his Marine years, his love relationships, and his time with the DEA. 

The Wrong Side of Honor introduces Eddie Donevant, a smart Air Force fighter pilot serving in 

Thailand at the end of the Viet Nam War.  It is the story of a drug war fought against the CIA in 

the closing months of the Viet Nam War.   

The Wrong Side of Justice continues the Mike Marshall story and begins his friendship with 

Eddie Donevant.  Both men are in serious trouble in Texas.  With the help of friends, Marshall 

joins a drug dealer in Mexico and starts a war with CIA drug traffickers.  He also crosses back 

into Texas to kill the corrupt police officers who destroyed his career as a DEA agent.  This puts 

Donevant on the trail of his old friend.   

The Wrong Side of the Badge continues the Eddie Donevant story and begins his friendship 

with Mike Marshall.  Both men are in serious trouble in Texas.  Donevant must depend on his 

friends to get him out.  Then he is back flying planes as a federal agent and on the hunt for drug 

dealers and corrupt government officials.  But he is also hunting for his old friend Marshall. 

The Wrong Side of Loyalty continues the Eddie Donevant story where he is a visiting law 

professor in Moscow.  There he finds himself hunting an international terrorist as a guest of the 

Russian police.  The action brings him to Washington, then takes him into the heart of a Middle 

East war.  Donevant is dragged into a power struggle between the President and factions at the 

top levels of government in this action-packed adventure. 

The Wrong Side of Service finds Eddie Donevant back in Houston working as a lawyer, fighting 

to save an innocent man’s life, and once again on the hunt for corrupt government officials.  

This brings Donevant back in contact with his old friend Mike Marshall and closes out both of 

these characters. 

 


